
HOW DO I WRITE AN UPSIDE DOWN QUESTION MARK

How to Do an Upside Down Question Mark. This wikiHow teaches you how to type an inverted question mark on a
computer and on a smartphone or tablet.

Es imposible. You love me? Tipo de celular is the direct object of prefieres. Where do the students buy the
pharmaceutical chemistry books? How does she do it? The left Alt key remains unchanged. Further details
may exist on the talk page. In most languages, a single question mark is used, and only at the end of an
interrogative sentence: "How old are you? Note that the question or exclamation part does not begin with a
capitalized letter unless it's a word that would normally be capitalized, such as a person's name. In both cases,
the "i" in the named entity reference is an initialism for "inverted". That, is it true? It is a rotated form of the
standard symbol "? Continue Reading. How many insects did the spider eat? This is the criterion in Galician
[3] and Catalan. Please expand the article to include this information. Where do they sell Guatemalan clothing.
If they're of similar length, either order is acceptable. If the question has a stated subject and an object, it is
common to use a verb-object-subject word order if the object is shorter than the subject and a
verb-subject-object order if the subject is shorter. Where are you going, Pablo? The tone of voice may suggest
"What in the world do you see? To translate the Spanish well, this might be said in an incredulous tone. Of
course, it is common to omit the subject if it isn't needed for clarity. Among other changes, this converts the
Alt key to the right of the space bar into the Alt Gr graphics key. An alternate translation might be "I don't see
how she does it! Updated September 27, The upside-down or inverted question marks and exclamation points
of Spanish are unique to the languages of Spain. He was one of many, including Desiderius Erasmus , who felt
there was a need for such a punctuation mark, but Wilkins' proposal, as was true of the other attempts, failed
to take hold. For instance, the keystroke right Alt. Ropa guatemalteca is the direct object of venden. How do
insects eat? You're the best, Angelina! What does your name mean? What are you saying? What are you
seeing? I'm tired, are you? In Microsoft Word , the inverted question and exclamation marks can be typed by
holding down the Ctrl, Alt, and shift keys while typing a normal question or exclamation mark, or by typing
either mark at the start of the sentence whilst in the Spanish language mode. Well, it's about time! Where
would the children play? I want to know, when is your birthday? This helps to recognize questions and
exclamations in long sentences. The tone of voice may indicate disbelief. I can't believe it!


